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Sometimes, what the galaxy needs is a hero no one's ever heard of.Tieran, the Commander of the

Palian paladins, has never been allowed to have anything of his own, other than the blade in his

hands and the honor he serves with. But a feisty, curvy, and utterly impossible human woman is

about to change all that. He never thought that he'd desire something or someone as much as he

needs her and nothing will take her from him. Even if he has to slay the most feared enemy ever

known for her.Audrey Price has seen a lot of hard work and cold times as a governor of ice planet

mining colonies. She never expected to be in the middle of the greatest hunt in the galaxy, though.

One moment, she was protecting her miners from an alien threat, and the next moment, she's tied

to said threat, with only one man capable of keeping her and the rest of the universe in one piece.

The sexy, infuriating paladin who makes her core pulse as hard as he makes her want to wring his

neck.Coming to grips with the fact that she's the key to tracking down one of the most mysterious

and horrible races known is no easy feat, but that's nothing compared to dealing with the fact that

she might be falling for the paladin. And when all eyes are on them, including a pair that can see

through space and leave havoc in its path, Audrey and Tieran are in the fight of their life.Not only for

their own safety, but for that of the galaxy as a whole.Alien Paladin's Woman is a full standalone

scifi romance novel. It can and should be read as a standalone. Guaranteed HEA and no cheating.
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Well, I'm a little torn on this newest release of Vi Voxley's. It was very well written, as are all her

books, with only a few grammatical errors. However, it was very different in content. Instead of an

alien romance story with action, it was an alien action story with romance. In my opinion, way way

too much violence. In fact, if it weren't for the ending, I probably would have given it 3 stars. The

ending had a twist that really brought me back to liking it more than all of the graphic violence

allowed. The thing is though, I would have felt bad about giving it 3 stars, because it is very well

written, it has a great story arc, and the characters have depth. But, it was just so violent with so

much death, over and over again. I guess I'm very grateful for the ending so that I don't have to feel

guilty ;) So, buyer beware, if you love Vi's previous books as I do, this will be different and more

heavily Sci-fi (and graphic violence) and less romance. If you are OK with that, then I recommend

this for you. If not, you may want to pass just this once.I did really enjoy the heroine Audrey and the

hero Tieran. Audrey is incredibly strong of heart and mind. She is tenacious, feisty, and very

intelligent. Tieran is the most rational and thoughtful of all Vi's Alpha male aliens. That makes sense

due to his Palien genes, which is at times very entertaining to see him try to rationalize all his new

feelings. Never fear, he is still one hunk of gorgeous male flesh, just with an over analytical brain.

(this is not a complaint people) While their attraction is instant, there is delayed gratification due to

the non-stop suspenseful action.I thought the Fearless (the enemy) was well thought out and very

developed as the story progressed.
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